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INTRODUCTION

In March, April and May 1977, a ground follow-up program 

was initiated and completed on claims staked in the vicinity of an 

airborne geophysical anomaly. These 5 contiguous claims located in 

Morrisette Township are designated No's L-493451, 493452, 493907, 

493912 and 493913 inclusive. They are currently held by Rio Tinto 

Canadian Exploration Limited (Riocanex).

Based on topographic control, an exploration grid was 

cut. Subsequent field work included horizontal loop electromagnetic 

surveys and magnetic surveys over this grid. Upon completion these 

data were forwarded to Toronto for draughting, profiling and 

contouring. These finished maps were then interpreted by in-house 

personnel.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The claim group is located approximately three miles 

north of the Kirkland Lake airport, Kirkland Lake, Ontario {refer to 

location drawing L-2765). Although bush roads reach the Black 

River at the southwest corner of the property access is considered 

difficult in summer. Extensive alder and cedar swamp in the 

northeast corner of the property and generally sharp relief make 

summer access advisable only by foot traverse. Winter access can
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be facilitated by skidoo travel and is recommended as the prime 

method of access to this claim group.

GENERAL GEOLOGY AND PREVIOUS WORK

Knobby outcrops of Archean metavolcanics are surrounded 

by clay and sand plains and generally poorly drained swampy lowland 

in this section of Morrisette Township.

With reference to Ontario Department of Mines Geological 

Report 84 "Geology of Bernhardt and Morrisette Townships"; Rupert 

and Lovell have mapped pillowed and agglomeratic dacite and 

andesite units and dacitic or andesitic breccia units within and 

about the claim group. Inter-relationships between these rock type 

remain uncertain. Structurally, the Kellet Lake synclinal axis 

is mapped in the north part of the claim group. This structure 

cannot be traced beyond the Black River which according to Rupert 

and Lovell suggests "that it may be part of a large S-fold on the 

southern flank of the synclinorium to the north".

Outcrop recognized during traversing in the grid area 

supports this previous mapping.

Although a significant amount of previous exploration 

activity is recorded by the files of the Ontario Department of 

Mines Resident Geologist's Office at Kirkland Lake for the southern 

half of Morrisette Twonship no known previous work is recorded in 

the area of these current claim holdings. Most recorded previous 

work relates to the exploration for gold and base metal mineral 

ization associated with northeast and north trending shear zones.
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SURVEY PROCEDURE

A three-man Geoterrex survey crew under contract to

' Riocanex Limited completed the original grid surveys between March : 

and April 3 1977. A Riocanex field crew extended survey coverage 

on 4 lines during May 1977. J. A. Mccance was responsible for 

direct supervision of the overall program, for final report pre 

paration and for interpretation.

Line cutting: A 1200 metre baseline was cut bearing 315 

azimuth through the central part of the claim group. The grid 

consisted of 13 picket lines varying in length from 700 metres to 

1200 metres spaced at 100 metre intervals and cut at right angles 

to the baseline. Chainage pickets were placed every 25 metres on 

all lines.

Line extensions from 300 mN to 700 mN (approximately) 

were required for subsequent coverage on lines 900E, 1000E, 1100E 

and 1200E. Chainage pickets on these extensions were placed every 

30 metres (100 feet).

Magnetic Surveys: The instruments used for all magnetic 

traversing were Scintrex fluxgate model MF-2 magnetometers. 

Requiring only "bull's-eye" levelling, it has a sensitivity of 20 

gammas per scale division and a reading accuracy of 10 gammas on 

the most sensitive scale. On all other scales reading accuracy 

can be maintained at 1 s!; of full scale. Five switch-selectable 

scales are available which allow the observer to monitor an overall 

range of relative vertical field magnetic values of HhlOO,000 gammas,

Readings were taken nominally every 25 metres except 

where anomalous conditions were encountered or expected in which 

case intermediate 12.5 metre stations were read. Data on line
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extensions were recorded at 30 metre (100 foot) intervals. 

Anomalous conditions for the present purpose can be summarized 

as areas of unusually high or low magnetic amplitude relative 

to an arbitrary background value, areas with magnetic gradients 

greater than 100 gammas per nominal station interval and areas of 

outcrop so as to facilitate any geological correlations. Diurnal 

variation was monitored by completing closed loops to any base 

station located at a grid line base line intersection point. The 

time interval between checks was kept within one hour throughout 

these surveys. Diurnal corrections were applied by a linear 

distribution of any observed variation over the time between base 

checks.

In total 594 stations were observed with approximately 

12.2 kilometres of magnetic survey completed.

Electromagnetic Surveys: The instruments used for these 

EM surveys were Apex Max-Min II portable EM systems. These units 

were operated at low frequencies of 444 Hz and 888 Hz and a higher 

frequency of 1777 Hz in a max-coupled, horizontal loop mode using 

coil separations of 150 metres and 400 feet (120 metres approxim 

ately) during separate traverses. The instrument receiver measures 

the in-phase and quadrature components of the secondary field, 

relative to a reference signal produced by the coplanar transmitting 

coil fed directly to the receiver console through an unshielded 

reference cable. All receiver values are read directly as a 

percentage of the primary field. The relative strengths of the 

real (in-phase) and imaginary (quadrature) components are plotted 

as profiles for each frequency and coil separation and are a guide 

to the conductivity-width product of a buried conductor. This
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parameter is said to be directly related to the quantity of 

conducting minerals present. In-phase or Quadrature values more 

negative than background generally indicate the presence of cond 

uctive material as based on generalized dyke and half plane models. 

A simple rule-of-thumb can be applied to such profiles to determine 

the approximate location and width of the conductive zone.

However, the form of these EM response curves varies 

relative to the coil separation used; to the geometry of the 

conductive source i.e. body width, depth and thickness and also 

relative to the frequencies involved. Consequently, by using 

multi-frequency, multi-coil separation EM techniques in horizontal 

loop measurements it is often possible to:

1) determine anomalies due to overburden effects and

to distinguish these sources from more important bed 

rock sources.

2) Acquire information suitable for a detail evaluation 

of both the lateral and vertical parameters of 

conductors observed as horizontal loop anomalies.

3) Detect weaker or multi-source conductors even under

difficult terrain conditions and attempt an evaluatior 

of the associated body width, depth and conductivity- 

thickness parameters.

A test program report prepared and widely disseminated 

by J. E. Betz, consultant for APEX PARAMETRICS, the manufacturer 

of Max-Min II equipment is recommended for further discussion on 

the system components, field performance and handling character 

istics of this instrument.
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In total 628 observations were made at 1777 Hz; 148 

observations at 888 Hz and 480 observations were made at 444 Hz. 

Observation intervals varied from 25 metres to 30 metres and 

50 metres during these surveys of the grid.

PRESENTATION AND DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Magnetic Results: All magnetic data, corrected for 

hourly drift and diurnal variation are presented as contours on 

Dwg. M-4547. Contour intervals of 50 gammas and 100 gammas have 

been used with all recorded data and station positions plotted at 

a metric horizontal scale of 1:2500.

Background magnetic values between O gammas and 200 gammas 

predominate over this grid. Local highs of 540 gammas and 410 

gammas located on line 1000E and 1100E respectively suggest near 

surface features, quite possibly sources within overburden or 

perhaps extremely narrow shears in bedrock. Magnetic features 

in excess of 250 gammas appear to conform to a generally east-west 

'magnetic grain 1 however, no evidence of folding or faulting is i 

obvious from these magnetic data. Higher magnetic values probably 

reflect more basic volcanic units while the more felsic volcanic 

breccias appear generally weakly magnetic. A slight increase in 

magnetic complexity is noted east from line 1000E.

Electromagnetic Results: In-phase and quadrature values 

obtained using the variable frequencies and coil separations as 

indicated in the technical data statement (see appendices) are 

presented as Dwg. E-4546-1 and Dwg. E-4546-2.

A vertical scale of l centimetre - 10% has been used 

to represent both in-phase and quadrature values against a metric
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horizontal scale of 1:2500. Prominent topographic features are 

outlined on both drawings.

The effect of a subcropping topographic high is most 

prominent on the high frequency data from lines 200E, 300E and 

400E where a positive quadrature response predominates. This 

west-northwest EM trend correlates directly with an outcropping 

knoll on the baseline at line 300E. A scattering of such outcrop 

knolls along this generalized trend direction may reflect the 

location of a subcropping ridge in bedrock with a corresponding 

thinning in the soil cover. Although a similar EM pattern is 

recognizable on the lower frequency response the amplitudes are 

greatly subdued.

A weakly conductive bedrock source can however; be 

identified extending from 350mS on line 600E over an east-west 

strike of 600 metres intersecting the baseline at line 1000E. This 

conductor becomes most obvious on the low frequency data which 

confirms the belief that the source is probably within bedrock. 

The low frequency data on line 800E indicates a steep northerly 

dip.

A second weakly conductive feature is interpreted from 

the high frequency data to extend from 250mN line 1000E to 450mN 

line 1100E. Although the low frequency data enhances the possibilit 

that this is a bedrock feature on line 1000E the lack of response 

on adjacent lines at low frequencies; the proximity of outcrop 

knolls and the topographic ridge-like response on the high 

frequency data on line 1100E place some doubt on the origin of 

this source. However; the acute angle of the survey lines 

relative to the 'stike' of this body may explain the poor quality
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response obtained. The presence of weak flanking magnetic anomalie 

along both conductive trends aids the belief that these conductive 

sources lie within bedrock. Narrow widths are interpreted for 

the northern conductor while widths to 15 metres are possible for 

the southern source.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Low amplitude magnetic highs along an east west trend 

flank two weak bedrock conductors.

Two short drill holes are recommended as a conclusive 

test of these EM features.

The southern conductor should be tested on line 800E 

while the northern conductor should be tested in the vicinity of 

line 1000E. Drill information for these holes are outlined 

below:

Hole l collar at 070S line 800E

drill on 180O azimuth at-45o for 150 metres

Hole 2 collar at 250N line 1050E

drill on 360O azimuth at-45O for 150 metres

Should other activity be conducted in this area prior 

to drilling a single check traverse along the claim boundary 

between claims 493913 and 495066 would aid in resolving the nature 

of this northern conductor.

J.
January 20, 1978
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Type of Survey(s) Mag-EM
Township or Area Morrisette________________, 
Claim Holder(s).——-.—Rio Tinto Canadian Explorjifclcm

120 Adelaide fit. Wept

Survey Company____Rio Tinto Se Geoterrex
Author of Report J. Mccance 

Address of Author ___L2J 
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(linccutting to office)
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS 
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Low Fre
EM -Electromagnetic-—20.
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DATE:
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SIGNATURE: Author of Report or Agent
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GRQUND SURVEYS — If more thajxpne survey, specify data for each type of survey

Within Claims ^444HT, SSSHz") 1777HZ within Claim's 
Number of Stations Mag 12^ 269_____\ ^ff Number df Readings Mag ., 
Station interval 1"7T5 K, 25 m; 50 K, lQQffc.^2gf50 Ittt'Inrtfeirifer-''. 100 iftetres
Profile srale EM & 1 Mag rttaps I C^ 2^0.0 and EM dataa lorn * 1Q^ fo^ all IiV-phftBe and
Contour interval Magnetic data! 50 and 100 gamma!?UadratUye

o

2
Q

Instrument Scintrex MF-2 fluxgate magnetometer
Accuracy - Scale constant 10 gammas on 1000 gamma scale
Diurnal correction method Line of base stations along base line

l hour or lessBase Station check-in interval (hours). 
Base Station location and value all survey line; base line intersection po|ntg 
total of 13 stations. These base stations were occupied during all surveys.

ELECTROMAGNETIC

instrument Max-Min II by Apex Parametrics inc.
Coil configuration 

Coil separation

Arrurary

Method:
Frequency

Horizontal Loop
150 metres and 400 feet
iy0 of primary field often more accurate

ED Fixed transmitter Q Shoot back S3 In line 
444 Hz, 888 Hz, 1777 Hz

{specify V.L.F. station)

Q Parallel line
—— : ——— |

Parameters measured In-phase and Quadrature of secondary field

Instrument.
Scale constant.

Corrections made.

Base station value and location.

Elevation accuracy.

Instrument ______________________________"' '.' _____-,, 
Method D Time Domain Q Frequency Domain 
Parameters - On time _________________________. Frequency..,; llll ' l

- Off time __________________________ Range ',,:'-' ; ' •'..-.
— Delay time—————————————————————:———
— Integration time

Power.
Electrode array.

Q 
25 Electrode spacing . 

Type of electrode
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